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RSI GRIP WRAP GEL GRIPS

Self adhesive grip tape to fully wrap your handlebars and hooks with a seamless finish.
High traction outer synthetic rubber keeps grip even when wet or cold. Zorbicon Gel
absorbs vibration for a smoother feel at the handlebars.

• 46 ¼” long to accommodate all grips over the hook handlebar set ups. Works with grip
heaters.

• Self adhesive back requires no glue.

• Sold per pair.

Black Gel Grip Wrap (pair) 781-4300 $24.95-H

Camo Gel Grip Wrap 781-4301 $24.95-H

GRIP WRAP GEL GRIPS

CARBIDE PERFORMANCE MOTO GLOVE $36.95-H

These innovative, lightweight gloves are sewn with the fingers in a
pre-curved position, to prevent tightening of the gloves as the rider flexes
and bends their fingers to grip the handlebars more tightly in those intense
moments pushing for the holeshot. The Carbide Motocross Gloves also
feature reinforced thumb panels to make them more durable, allowing them
to hold up against heavy abuse when the rider is competing in a race, trail
riding deep in the woods, or practicing on a local track.

• Lightweight, flexible, and reliable; but also reinforced, durable, and aggressive

• Made of 3D Stretch I-Span which allows for superior movement and airprene fabric
for maximum breathability

• Silicone Coated Single-Layer Palms and Fingertips for the best possible gripping
potential

• Lycra knuckle reliefs provide the rider with increased flexibility

� FOR PROPER FITMENT WRAP A FLEXIBLE TAPE MEASURE AROUND THE WIDEST

PART OF THE HAND. DO NOT INCLUDE YOUR THUMB

HAND WIDTH SIZE TCI PART #

5 - 7" X-Small 476-00124

7 - 8" Small 476-00125

8 - 9" Medium 476-00126

9 - 10" Large 476-00127

10 - 11" X-Large 476-00128

11 12" 2XL 476-00129

PALM PROTECTORS $8.95-K

Motocross and trail riders are all too familiar with blisters. Palm
Protectors are a very thin, protective layer offering full coverage
protection of the palm as well as the saddle area between the
index finger and thumb. The Palm Protectors also aid in reducing
the dreaded “Arm Pump” by absorbing vibration transferred
through the handlebars. Worn under the gloves, riders don’t
even notice the ultra thin Palm Protectors, but they do recognize
the vibration reduction and much needed protection against
blisters.

• sold in pairs

SIZE TCI PART #

Small / Medium 476-00116

Large / X-Large 476-00111

MX GLOVES & PAL PROTECTORS


